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Diving Into the Lower East Side Art Scene -- Vulture
staggered framed photographs of panoramic landscapes, icebergs, mountain
lakes, the artist with an erection, a self-portrait in a platinum wig, and, of
course, a picture of the camera he uses. Much of this work is seen through what
Simone
Subal
might be monochromatic filters.
All the
workGallery
has a handsome formality and
intellectual grounding — technically, this guy is a whiz. And we all understand
the urge to be something like a modern-day Ansel Adams venturing into the
wilderness to document the grandeur of nature and delving into the mysterious
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work itself has to plumb deeper and look less familiar before it strikes psychic
and  contemporary pay dirt.
But now for the really good news. In his squirrely but serious semidocumentary video at Simone Subal Gallery, Frank Heath actually goes to KMart with a cameraman and a boom microphone, asking costumers about the
origins of the universe and splicing these shots with actual scientists from the
CERN collider in Switzerland. The effect is something like seeing a bunch of
monkeys starting to type out Hamlet.
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The best group show of the moment is Flat  Neighbors,  the four-person bull'seye  organized for Rachel Uffner by crackerjack artist Ajay Kurian, who includes
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Boom Room from the future.
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digital-analog space, partly two- and three-dimensional, partly paranoid,
romantic but ironic, self-aware and still filled with yearning, redolent of
banality. And with the help of other artists: There’s Elaine Cameron-Weir's
futuristic cave art, consisting of a giant clamshell that acts as a incense burner
(I love this thing), Dora Budor's overhead slab filled with fake frogs reminiscent
of those that fell like a plague in the film Magnolia,  and Daniel Keller's tower
sculpture made of a solar panel, fake rocks, and the kind of foodstuffs used by
survivalists. Decoding, recoding, art as external hard drive, sculpture as
uploaded object into the material world: all of this is coming into play.

	
  

Hands down, the most promising young artist I saw last Sunday was 25-yearold Darja Bajagic at Room East.  We get shaped asymmetrical assemblages that
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use painted and printed canvas, letters of prisoners who write to young women
who write to them, and clipped images from Brat  magazine that cater to men
who fetishize pubescent girls and the girls who want to be fetishized. There's a

